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Established in 1930 and based in Colchester, Illinois, 
Yetter Manufacturing Company is the industry leader 
in planter attachments that boost productivity and 
profitability. Yetter makes a variety of coulters, residue 
managers, precision fertilizer placement products, 
markers, and bulk seed handling devices.

Profitable Solutions for Production Agriculture

Since Yetter Farm Equipment introduced its 2966 Residue 
Manager in 2008, growers have experienced the benefits of 
integrated residue management on their John Deere 60 and 90 
series openers. 

“This effective and versatile residue management tool helps 
producers overcome hurdles faced during seeding, such has 
hairpinning of residue, inconsistent seed depth and placement, 
and lack of seed-to-soil contact,” said Andy Thompson, Yetter 
AOR manager. 

For 2011, a downstop setting has been added to the 2966 in 
order to give producers more adjustment capability. This fea-
ture means the downward travel of the residue manager can be 

limited, which in turn limits the amount of residue moved from in front of the seed furrow. 

The unit also features the Yetter-exclusive SharkTooth® residue management wheel that has specially designed, 
backwards-sloping teeth to clear the residue from in front of the opener blade and seeding boot. The floating 
design of the 2966 allows the residue manager to follow changing soil terrain.

“Moving the right amount of residue cover on the field is important for producers using no-till and min-till sys-
tems, and so is creating the ideal seed zone for planting. The Yetter 2966 does both,” said Thompson. 

Users of the 2966 Residue Manager for 60/90 series John Deere openers typically experience  improved seed 
placement, reduced hairpinning of residue, improved germination from seed to plant, and the ability to reduce 
seeding populations.

Other improvements made for spring 2011 include more road clearance for the residue manager.

The 2966 residue manager mounts directly to the 60 or 90 series opener’s main arm. It is available in left- or 
right-handed models to match the seed opener as the 2966-002-L-STFW or 2966-002-R-STFW. The unit comes 
standard with the SharkTooth wheel as well as a floater wheel. 

New Product Information

Press Release

View the new 2966 for 60/90 series John Deere 
openers on the Yetter Web site.

Yetter Adds New Features to 2966 Residue Manager


